
Venue 
The International Thematic Conference on « Non-equilibrium and environment effects on nanalloys » 
2021 will take place in the Buffon Amphitheatre of the University of Paris. 

Street address to access the Buffon Amphitheatre (2) :  15 Rue Hélène Brion, 75013 Paris 

The closest subway station, “Bibliothèque François Mitterrand” (Metro line 14 + RER C) is a 5-
minute walk away. 
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Getting there and around 
There are 2 airports in Paris: Paris Charles de Gaulle and Paris Orly. 

Both airports are located a few tens kilometers from Paris, but you can reach the city center 
in less than an hour by RER (regional train) or by cab. 

There are also 5 main train stations inside Paris: Gare de Lyon, Gare d’Austerlitz, Gare 
Montparnasse, Gare du Nord and Gare de L’est. 

 

Covid 19 precautions 
You have probably seen that the sanitary regulations in France have rapidly evolved in the last 
weeks, including the implementation of a health pass. 



In short, the health pass is mandatory for access to restaurants, museums and events 
gathering more than 50 people. 

There are three ways to obtain a health pass: 

 a complete vaccination certificate (two doses for at least one week) 
 a certificate of immunity proving that you have been infected within the last six months and 

have been in remission for at least one week 
 a negative test performed within the last 48 hours. 

For the moment, we do not have official instructions from the University of Paris but note 
that it is very likely that the health pass will be mandatory to participate to the conference on 
site. Moreover, we have planned a special event in the evening of the 16th December where 
the health pass is asked at the entrance. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you come to 
Paris in December with a valid health pass.  

Pharmacies are open in Paris on Saturday, so it will be easy to do an antigenic test with a 
result obtained in 15 minutes. Most pharmacies offer antigenic tests, so there are 
many options. 
Here is the address and phone number of the pharmacy closest to the University (in general, 
it is not necessary to make an appointment but you can do so to avoid waiting too long): 

Pharmacie F 
141 Av. de France, 75013 Paris 
Phone: +33 1 86 95 42 42 

If you need a PCR test, you will have to go to a medical laboratory. The result is usually 
obtained within 24 hours (48 hours max). Here again, there are many options, but here is the 
address and phone number of the medical laboratory closest to the university (here it is 
necessary to make an appointment): 

Laboratoire de la Bibliothèque 
58 Rue du Chevaleret, 75013 Paris, France 
Phone: +33 1 44 24 40 40 

Of course, we will keep you immediately informed if the sanitary rules get stricter in France in 
the next few weeks. Should we be forced to cancel the on-site part of the conference due to 
the Corona situation, we will hold the IRN thematic conference entirely virtually. When 
booking your travel and hotel, please make sure that you can cancel free of charge. “ 

 

Accommodation 
IMPORTANT! 



Beware of phishing emails or cold calls that pretend to have booked rooms for you. We have 
not made any bookings for the conference participants. If you receive an email or call that 
claims the opposite to be true, do not respond to it. 

Hotels near the University: 

https://www.appartcity.com/fr/destinations/ile-de-france/paris-1/paris-grande-
bibliotheque.html 

https://www.bercykyriad.com/ 

https://all.accor.com/hotel/7976/index.fr.shtml 

Due to the excellent connection by metro, hotels further away are also a good choice. There 
are different platforms where you can search for accommodation that suits your needs, e.g. 
booking.com. 

  

 


